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the meaning of defect is an imperfection or abnormality that impairs quality function or utility shortcoming

flaw how to use defect in a sentence a fault or problem in something or someone that spoils that thing or

person or causes it him or her not to work correctly defect in all the company s aircraft have been

grounded after a defect in the engine cooling system was discovered there are so many defects in our

education system what is a defect in manufacturing common examples of manufacturing defects what do

manufacturing defects look like challenges in proving manufacturing defects malfunction doctrine figure 12

4 1 12 4 1 common defects in crystals in this two dimensional representation of a crystal lattice containing

substitutional and interstitial impurities vacancies and line defects a dashed line and arrows indicate the

position of the line defect noun an imperfection in an object or machine if there are any defects you

should send it back to the manufacturer synonyms fault flaw see more definitions of defect verb desert a

cause a country or an army often in order to join the opposing cause country or army synonyms desert

see more cite this entry style mla defect noun a shortcoming fault or imperfection a defect in a machine a

defect in an argument a defect in a machine lack or want especially of something essential to perfection

or completeness deficiency a defect of action a defect of common sense a defect of action a defect is a

fault or imperfection in a person or thing he was born with a hearing defect a defect in the aircraft caused

the crash a report has pointed out the defects of the present system synonyms deficiency want failing lack

more synonyms of defect 2 verb definition of defect noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning

pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more a defect is a product

or service that fails to meet agreed to customer requirements it could be a manufactured part that has a

chip on the surface or a consulting group that failed to deliver all of the items outlined in their statement of

work 3 drawbacks of defects defect in a software product represents the inability and inefficiency of the

software to meet the specified requirements and criteria and subsequently prevent the software application

to perform the expected and desired working types of defects following are some of the basic types of
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defects in the software development defects in construction how to identify and avoid them alex

benarroche 472 articles last updated may 16 2023 published feb 12 2019 reading time 4 minutes share

construction defects are common though most defects are minor and fairly inconsequential a glacier s flow

depends on how microscopic defects move through the ice according to new research that also yielded a

new model for predicting how glaciers will flow ultimately contributing to as we mentioned before quality

control professionals typically classify quality defects into three main categories minor major and critical

the nature and severity of a defect determine which of the three categories it belongs to let s look at each

of these defect types and examples from different industries minor defects defects in solids are caused

mainly due to the irregularities in the arrangements of constituent particles there are several types of solid

defects click to know more from longman business dictionary de fect1 dɪˈfekt ˈdiːfekt noun countable a

fault in something that means it is not perfect they recalled the vehicles because of brake defects an effort

to improve customer satisfaction and reduce product defects a possible safety defect with the plane s

autopilot latent defect zero defects de fect2 d what is a defect types of software errors in software testing

1 software defects by its nature 1 functional bugs 2 unit level bugs 3 integration level bugs 4 usability

defects 5 performance defects 6 security defects 7 compatibility defects 8 syntax errors 9 logic errors 2

software defects by its severity 1 construction defects are flaws or deficiencies in the design materials or

workmanship of a building or structure that lead to its failure to perform its intended function or meet the

required standards c1 a fault or problem in something or someone that spoils that thing or person or

causes it him or her not to work correctly defect in all the company s aircraft have been grounded after a

defect in the engine cooling system was discovered there are so many defects in our education system

verb how to use defect in a sentence defect 1 of 2 noun definition of defect synonyms for defect she was

born with a heart defect vanity and pride were his two worst character defects they examine their products

for defects the larger the lens the greater the chance there will be a defect in it wired 10 mar 2023 some

of the most common birth defects include but aren t limited to the following a cleft lip and or cleft palate

bone growth abnormalities that cause short stature missing limbs or scoliosis congenital heart conditions

chromosome abnormalities down syndrome clubfoot fetal alcohol syndrome sickle cell anemia



defect definition meaning merriam webster May 03 2024 the meaning of defect is an imperfection or

abnormality that impairs quality function or utility shortcoming flaw how to use defect in a sentence

defect english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 02 2024 a fault or problem in something or someone that

spoils that thing or person or causes it him or her not to work correctly defect in all the company s aircraft

have been grounded after a defect in the engine cooling system was discovered there are so many

defects in our education system

manufacturing defect definition types examples forbes Mar 01 2024 what is a defect in manufacturing

common examples of manufacturing defects what do manufacturing defects look like challenges in proving

manufacturing defects malfunction doctrine

12 4 defects in crystals chemistry libretexts Jan 31 2024 figure 12 4 1 12 4 1 common defects in

crystals in this two dimensional representation of a crystal lattice containing substitutional and interstitial

impurities vacancies and line defects a dashed line and arrows indicate the position of the line defect

defect definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 30 2023 noun an imperfection in an object or

machine if there are any defects you should send it back to the manufacturer synonyms fault flaw see

more definitions of defect verb desert a cause a country or an army often in order to join the opposing

cause country or army synonyms desert see more cite this entry style mla defect

defect definition meaning dictionary com Nov 28 2023 noun a shortcoming fault or imperfection a defect in

a machine a defect in an argument a defect in a machine lack or want especially of something essential

to perfection or completeness deficiency a defect of action a defect of common sense a defect of action

defect definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 28 2023 a defect is a fault or imperfection in a

person or thing he was born with a hearing defect a defect in the aircraft caused the crash a report has

pointed out the defects of the present system synonyms deficiency want failing lack more synonyms of

defect 2 verb

defect noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 26 2023 definition of defect noun in oxford

advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes

synonyms and more

lessons from defects how to improve processes and enhance Aug 26 2023 a defect is a product or

service that fails to meet agreed to customer requirements it could be a manufactured part that has a chip

on the surface or a consulting group that failed to deliver all of the items outlined in their statement of



work 3 drawbacks of defects

types of defects in software development geeksforgeeks Jul 25 2023 defect in a software product

represents the inability and inefficiency of the software to meet the specified requirements and criteria and

subsequently prevent the software application to perform the expected and desired working types of

defects following are some of the basic types of defects in the software development

defects in construction how to identify and avoid them Jun 23 2023 defects in construction how to identify

and avoid them alex benarroche 472 articles last updated may 16 2023 published feb 12 2019 reading

time 4 minutes share construction defects are common though most defects are minor and fairly

inconsequential

microscopic defects in ice shape how massive glaciers flow May 23 2023 a glacier s flow depends on how

microscopic defects move through the ice according to new research that also yielded a new model for

predicting how glaciers will flow ultimately contributing to

defect classifications defect types and examples gqc Apr 21 2023 as we mentioned before quality control

professionals typically classify quality defects into three main categories minor major and critical the

nature and severity of a defect determine which of the three categories it belongs to let s look at each of

these defect types and examples from different industries minor defects

defects in solids causes types of imperfections examples Mar 21 2023 defects in solids are caused mainly

due to the irregularities in the arrangements of constituent particles there are several types of solid

defects click to know more

defect meaning of defect in longman dictionary of Feb 17 2023 from longman business dictionary de fect1

dɪˈfekt ˈdiːfekt noun countable a fault in something that means it is not perfect they recalled the

vehicles because of brake defects an effort to improve customer satisfaction and reduce product defects a

possible safety defect with the plane s autopilot latent defect zero defects de fect2 d

20 types of software defects every tester should know Jan 19 2023 what is a defect types of software

errors in software testing 1 software defects by its nature 1 functional bugs 2 unit level bugs 3 integration

level bugs 4 usability defects 5 performance defects 6 security defects 7 compatibility defects 8 syntax

errors 9 logic errors 2 software defects by its severity 1

understanding construction defects types impacts and cases Dec 18 2022 construction defects are flaws

or deficiencies in the design materials or workmanship of a building or structure that lead to its failure to



perform its intended function or meet the required standards

defect definition in the cambridge english dictionary Nov 16 2022 c1 a fault or problem in something or

someone that spoils that thing or person or causes it him or her not to work correctly defect in all the

company s aircraft have been grounded after a defect in the engine cooling system was discovered there

are so many defects in our education system

examples of defect in a sentence merriam webster Oct 16 2022 verb how to use defect in a sentence

defect 1 of 2 noun definition of defect synonyms for defect she was born with a heart defect vanity and

pride were his two worst character defects they examine their products for defects the larger the lens the

greater the chance there will be a defect in it wired 10 mar 2023

birth defects types causes cleveland clinic Sep 14 2022 some of the most common birth defects include

but aren t limited to the following a cleft lip and or cleft palate bone growth abnormalities that cause short

stature missing limbs or scoliosis congenital heart conditions chromosome abnormalities down syndrome

clubfoot fetal alcohol syndrome sickle cell anemia
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